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                   Report 
The Mock Parliament was organised on the occasion of Constitutional Day by 
Statecraft Society, Department of Political Science, Ram Lal Anand College, 
University of Delhi on 26 November, 2021. The Mock Parliament commenced 
at 10 am on Google meet. The Mock Parliament was organised under the 
guidance of Dr. Triranjan Raj (Head of Department), Dr. Vijay Kumar Bhatia 
(Function Committee Convenor) and Dr. Kshama Sharma (Program Co-
ordinator). The session began with the recitation of Preamble by Utkarsh 
Amrit. Then Dr. Vijay kumar Bhatia enlightened us with his knowledge about 
constitution. Followed by some interesting facts about the Constitution and 
Constituent assembly by the students. Some of those are, the first meeting of 
constitution was held 9th December 1946 , on December 11 Ranjendra Prasad 
was elected as the President of Constitutional assembly, Prem Behari Narain 
Raizada was the calligrapher of Constitution of India.   There was an active 
audience of more than 60+ participants who also gave there inputs from time 
to time. The Mock Parliament ended with the recitation of a quote by APJ 
Abdul Kalama “ When I took over as President, I studied the Constitution, 
and the more I studied it, the more I realised that it does not prevent the 
President of India from giving the nation a vision. So, when I went and 
presented this vision in Parliament and in legislative assemblies, everyone 
welcomed it, irrespective of party affiliations.”The Mock Parliament  received 
tons of appreciation from the students and the teacher alike. The vote of 
thanks was given by Dr. Vijay Kumar Bhatia. The session ended successfully 
at 11 am with huge number of participants and remarkable feedback by 
them. 

 



                                         

 

   


